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2020: A CHALLENGING YEAR
Like every challenge, opportunities and learning come in the same proportion. And they have
allowed us to do more and do it differently. We held our first online FWB meeting with over 10
countries involved. We created an international humanitarian aid campaign - with collection of basic
food baskets for Brazil and sub-Saharan Africa - Viver Fraternidade (Live The Fraternity). We started
welcoming indigenous communities with an ongoing campaign, Coração Curumim (Curumin’s
Heart). We had our first VT (video) broadcast on a TV channel. We created a virtual moment of
reflection on spirituality, the Espiritualidade sem Fronteiras (Spirituality Without Borders). We come
even closer through digital tools and through the heart, in thoughts connected in doing the good.
And we started an intense work to expand one of our projects, Fraternity on The Street, to welcome
and help our fellows being homeless in Brazil. In addition to embracing new communities in severe
malnutrition in Africa and even in the midst of the pandemic, we managed to build houses, schools,
professional centers and to maintain all our projects, with sheltering and honest effort
And we want to do even more every day. We want the message of fraternity to be more widespread
and experienced in all parts of the world and that is why we work our efforts in all possibilities.
Many transformations and all due to the union of sponsors, and many people who believe in a better
world!
Our gratitude for going forward together for the cause of the fraternity.
Nossa gratidão por seguirmos juntos pela causa da fraternidade!

Wagner Moura Gomes
Founder President of FWB
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History and Performance

MISSION

To experience and encourage the practice of fraternity,
without ethnic, geographic, or religious restrictions, giving
priority to children and young people in situations of
vulnerability or social risk

VALUES

Appreciation
of the human
being

Fidelity to
Purpose

Spirituality

Sustainable
processes

Fraternity
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Areas of Performance
Fraternity on the Street | EUA

Gnose School | Haiti
Chemin
du Futur
Brazil, a Heart that
Welcomes

Ubuntu Nation
Shelter
Mozambique

Love without Dimensions

Fraternity on
the Street
and
Young Emmanuel
Philarmonic
Orchestra

Portraits of Hope
and
Garden of Butterflies

Fraternity on
the Street

Act
Madagascar
Sheltering home
Dona Laura
and
Orphanage
Vila da
Esperança

FWB projects (with or without partnerships), which are managed by the Organization
and receive sponsorship. Direct involvement area.
Projects supported by FWB which receive sponsorship. Direct involvement area.
Activities that receive a monthly contribution from FWB, obtained from single donations. Indirect involvement area.

For 11 years, Fraternity Without Borders has united hearts around the world, encouraging and
making thousands of people experience the fraternity! It is through this union that, today, we bring
humanitarian aid to the most challenging places in the world. With operations in six countries (Brazil,
Haiti, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, and Senegal), we coordinate, manage, and embrace many
jobs.
Together, we welcomed 21,124 fellows, provided food, medical care, professional training, access
to education, sustainable cultivation, constructions of houses, and support projects that care for
children with rare diseases.
This fraternal movement, written by many hands, meant that, in 11 years of work, 68 work centers
were implemented, 17 artesian wells drilled and 199 houses built, 3 bakeries and 25 production
workshops implemented. A total of 580 meals per month are served in the projects maintained by
the Organization. In addition to providing access to education for 985 young people, 8 of which are
university students.
In sub-Saharan Africa, specifically in Madagascar, Mozambique, and Malawi, we also supported
599 elderly people, helping them with food and building houses. For the adult population, through
training and production workshops, we were able to provide work for 500 people.
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FWB Places of Performance
Among our operating regions, we consider that there are direct and indirect areas. The direct ones
are those that have a specific project in a certain location in the world, and that receive sponsorship
via FWB. Currently, 10 projects work in this format, in Brazil and Africa. The indirect ones include
some specific works, in which we help with other donations received, as in Haiti and Mozambique;
and that is why it appears in our accountability.
DIRECT ACTING AREA
In Mozambique/Africa, the Welcoming Mozambique project operates 33 work centers (30 shelters
and 3 supported works), which make it possible to accommodate children, youth, and the elderly in
extreme social vulnerability. Currently, more than 13 thousand people are assisted by this project.
In Madagascar/Africa, the Action Madagascar project currently hosts 5,200 people. The country is
going through great difficulties and among our goals is the construction of nutritional centres to
serve the population which is going through one of the worst malnutrition crises. In Senegal/Africa,
more than 50,000 boys are currently living on the streets. With Chemin du Futur, we welcome and give
these boys the opportunity to have access to education, food, housing, and professional training.
In Malawi/Africa, the Ubuntu Nation project has transformed the reality of many war refugees who
come to the country in search of new opportunities. Through the Ubuntu School, we offer access to
education for children, workshops, agroforestry, among other opportunities for those welcomed to
start their lives over.
In Brazil, we embraced the Microcephaly project, Love without Dimensions, conceived by Dr. Adriana
Melo. Based in Campina Grande/PB, the project has expanded to serve more children diagnosed with
microcephaly. Currently, the work is also in Belo Horizonte/MG and Maceió/Alagoas. The Jardim
das Borboletas (Garden of Butterflies) project, from Caculé/BA, embraced in 2018 by FWB, serves
87 children diagnosed with Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB), offering assistance to families, medication,
and dressings. In the backlands of Bahia, in Retirolândia, we support the Retratos de Esperança
(Portraits of Hope) project. We operate in the region offering one-off donations, building houses,
workshops, and tutoring classes for extremely vulnerable families. In Boa Vista/Roraima, with the
project Brazil, a Heart that Welcomes, we help Venezuelan immigrants and refugees to restart their
lives in Brazilian territory. We operate in two reception centers, offering food, orientation for health
services and education. In Manaus, we have an emergency action for the delivery of food baskets.
In Campo Grande/MS, we embraced the Emmanuel Youth Philharmonic Orchestra project, which,
through music, seeks to give a new perspective to young people on the outskirts of the city. In the
capital of the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, there is the Fraternity on the Street project that works
in partnership with the Clínica da Alma (Clinic of The Soul), offering treatment to drug addicts and
giving support to homeless people. In 2020, the project was expanded to the cities of Rio de Janeiro/
RJ, São Paulo/SP, Uberlândia/MG, and Belo Horizonte/MG.
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FWB Places of Performance
INDIRECT AREAS OF ACTION
In Haiti, we work with the Gnosis School, located in the city of Hinche. There, 198 children are
assisted and fed.
In the Dondo district, in Mozambique/Africa, we support the work carried out by Pastor Pedro,
providing food for around 300 children. In the district of Búzi, Mozambique, we are contributing to
the construction of the Vila das Crianças Orphanage, which, when completed, will be able to house
80 orphaned and/or socially vulnerable children.
In Tete, a province in the central region of Mozambique, we contribute to the Dona Laura Orphanage,

FWB HEADQUARTERS

Headquarters in Brazil, since 2009

USA Office, since 2018

Switzerland Office, since 2017

Canada Office, since 2019

UK Office, since 2017

FWB Headquarters in Brazil - It works to carry out the FWB Mission, having in its structure the
following areas: Administrative, Financial, Communication and Marketing, Relationship, Gift Center,
Projects, Sustainability, Consultancy and Project Consulting.
United States Center - Works to spread the FWB cause and bring the message of fraternity to more
people, with the goal of bringing more volunteers and sponsors together.
Canada Center - works to spread the word about the FWB and bring more volunteers, caravanners
and sponsors to us.
All international Centers work in favor of the FWB cause, promoting and bringing more volunteers
and sponsors closer together. The United Kingdom Center has the speciality of having its actions
and efforts concentrated on the Acolher Moçambique project (Welcoming Mozanbique), as that
was how the local government authorized the work in the region. All together for a world without
hunger and peace!
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF FWB
A fraternal movement will always be a story
written by many hands. Fraternity Without
Borders (FWB) was born from the heart of one
man, but it has reached and helps more and
more people every day through the union of many
fraternal hearts.
Wagner Moura Gomes, the founder-president
of FWB, was just a boy when he found himself
crying for world hunger. A pain that accompanied
him throughout his youth, when he was already
engaged in volunteer work on the outskirts of
Campo Grande/MS, his hometown. As an adult,
no longer able to avoid this call, he decided to go
to Africa.
He chose Mozambique, a Portuguese-speaking
country located in the poorest region in the
world, Sub-Saharan Africa. There began the work
of welcoming the Fraternity Without Borders,
which today has expanded to all areas of action
presented.
From those early days to today, a series of happy
events, sponsors and friends of the cause, have
been weaving this story of fellowship.
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PROJECTS
SHELTER MOZAMBIQUE
Mozambique, a country where the FWB started
to take its first steps and, today, after 11 years,
the project has 33 work centers. We host 13,919
people (including children, adults, and the
elderly), who receive food, health care, hygiene
guidelines, workshops, and participate in
educational, recreational, and cultural activities.
The humanitarian aid that reaches the country,
through many fraternal hands, is what ensures
that hundreds of people have something to eat.
According to the UN 2020 report, the number of
people facing a food crisis or food emergency
in Mozambique may have reached 1.7 million
between October 2019 and February 2020.
This reality is being transformed through
humanitarian work. Our union transforms the
reality of the local population. Today, we are
already present in 30 villages with our reception
centers. Our mission is, in addition to providing
food and assistance, to offer tools so that those
who are beneficiaries gain autonomy and take
the fraternal mission further.

• 30 RECEPTION CENTERS
• 11,868 HOSTED CHILDREN
• 985 YOUNG HOSTED
• 599 HOSTED ELDERLY
• DIRECT WORK OF 257 EMPLOYEES

Since the opening of the first reception center
in Mozambique in 2010, the work has reaped
many fruits. Currently, eight young people - who
arrived at FWB as children - are already university
students. The local landscape was been modified
by the machambas (farms) implemented in
the regions of Muzumuia, Chicualacuala, and
Maputo. In all, there are 18 machambas - eight
active, six being restructured, and three under
study for restructuring. Food, so scarce in the
country, now comes from the earth and arrives
on the plates of our guests. We also encourage
local culture with music and art workshops,
and we invest in workshops on biochar, bakery,
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PROJECTS
SHELTER MOZAMBIQUE
sewing, agroforestry, and carpentry, to provide
independence and dignity.

EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
• 4 DRILLED ARTESIAN
WELLS
• 4 BUILT HOUSES

These achievements are only possible because
sponsors and friends of the cause unite for one
goal: to make the world a more fraternal place!
It is this fraternity that beats in the hearts of
everyone involved in the cause that brings food
and opportunities to our Mozambican fellows.
The challenges continue and are many, but
we know that united, humanitarian work goes
further, welcomes more fellows, and brings
opportunities to those who need it most.
Khanimambo.

Learn more about
the project in the QR

See about drilling
wells on site:
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PROJECTS
ACT MADAGASCAR
We arrived in the south of the island of
Madagascar, in Ambovombe, the place that
houses our first Reception Center in 2017.
Since then, together, sponsors, volunteers, and
supporters of the cause have welcomed fellows
suffering one of the worst humanitarian crises
in the world: hunger.
We currently host 5,200 fellows in our 13
Reception Centers, where we operate providing
food, hygiene care, recreational and cultural
activities, job training and, sewing, agroforestry,
biochar, soap, handicrafts, rust and ecological
bricks workshops. We also implemented a
bakery, which provides bread for consumption
by the local community and provides a means
of generation income for those involved in the
production.
In 2020, the biochar workshop was recognized
by the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) as a good alternative for
local communities. Power and Prince (project
coordinator in Madagascar), are traveling
through the country’s communities to run
biochar workshops for the population.
With the Covid-19 pandemic, the hunger situation
worsened in the country. Thousands of people
have arrived at our Reception Centers in search
of food and medical care. We went from 200
children receiving nutritional support, monthly,
to 1,600. The challenge increased, and hands
in the service of love joined us in this sheltering
mission.
13 RECEPTION CENTERS
5,200 HOSTS
8 WORKSHOPS FOR CONSUMPTION AND
INCOME
MORE THAN 209,800 MEALS PER
MONTH
CITY OF FRATERNITY
100 FAMILIES HOSTED
450 CHILDREN ENROLLED IN SCHOOLS
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PROJECTS
ACT MADAGASCAR
EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
MORE 1 NEW MEDICAL CLINIC BUILT
1 WAREHOUSE FOR FOOD STOCK
The FWB Clinic is in Ambovombe, in the Campo
da Paz – Field of Peace (which is opposite
from City of Fraternity). The structure has an
emergency room, six care rooms, an infirmary
with four beds and a multipurpose corridor. At
the site, medical assistance is provided, which
considers the needs of the local community,
seeking to develop effective actions based
on the balance between science and the bond
with the patient. The space is also used for the
preparation formulas to combat malnutrition,
weighing, health education workshops, and,
when necessary, for hospitalizations.
Still in 2020, more than 1,000 children under two
years old joined the vaccination program and
are being monitored to prevent malnutrition.
Until December, 1,653 children were undergoing
nutritional treatment - a number that, due to the
worsening humanitarian crisis in the country,
tends to increase.
Despite the malnutrition crisis, we are working so
that more people can produce their own food by
providing agroforestry workshops. These have
been taking place since 2018, and the food is
for consumption by the population and for local
sale as a source of income for the sheltered.
Due to the sandstorms in 2020, we are changing
the planting strategy to meet local needs.

Follow more details of the
project in the QR Code.

The great famine in
Madagascar
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PROJECTS
UBUNTU NATION
Next to the Dzaleka refugee camp in Malawi/
Africa, which houses about 44,000 refugees in
a space built for only 10,000 people to live in,
the Ubuntu Nation project emerges as a space
where war refugees can find help and empower
themselves to gain independence.
To provide a safe home for dozens of families
who arrive in Malawi and, without a home, live
in the transit area (space reserved for sheltering
war refugees until they can afford to build their
own homes), we started the ongoing campaign
Casa de Coração (Heart Homes) - Malawi, which
aims to raise funds for the construction of
houses.
In 2020, 51 houses were built and handed over
to families living in the transit area. The cost of
building a house on the site is R$3,700.00, and
the action has restored dignity and provided a
safe home for dozens of those sheltered.
In the project, agroforestry, biochar, sewing,
and handicraft workshops are developed, which
generate income for the sheltered and train
them for work. Through these actions, FWB has
promoted jobs. In all, we have 85 employees, 10
workers in the biochar workshop and 5 in the
sewing workshop.
In March 2020, the soap production workshop
was implemented with the aim of training those
welcomed and generating the product for the
community. The soap produced is distributed,
along with the food basket, to families, children,
and volunteers.
To provide access to education for the thousands
of children living in the refugee camp, in February
2020, we inaugurated the Escola Nação Ubuntu
(Ubuntu Nation School), which acommodates
208 children. The pedagogy adopted is Waldorf –
a method that works interactively on the physical,
intellectual, artistic and spiritual development of
students. Children receive food, school supplies,
and school uniforms.
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PROJECTS
UBUNTU NATION

1 WORK POLE
428 HOSTED, 201 BEING CHILDREN
5 WORKSHOPS: AGROFORESTRY,
BIOCHAR, SEWING, SOAP
PRODUCTION, SPORTS
EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
51 HOUSES

Through the mobilization of volunteers who
live inland, the project is also aiding the elderly
during the pandemic period. The volunteers help
with household chores, collecting water and
serving food
With the advance of the Covid-19 pandemic,
activities at the Escola Nação Ubuntu (Ubuntu
Nation School) were suspended and only returned
at the end of October 2020. The reopening took
place in three stages: first, with the return of
children from 5 years of age onwards; reducing
the number of students per class and, finally,
using more outdoor space to leave the students
as little time indoors as possible. The measures
adopted were planned by the team that, since
May, began meeting with the Department of
Education of Malawi to understand the sanitary
protocols and guidelines for the reopening of
schools.

Learn more
about the
project in the

Heart Houses
Campaign
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PROJECTS

BRAZIL, A HEART THAT
WELCOMES

5 WORK CENTERS
1,108 HOSTED

Even with the challenges imposed by the
EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
Covid-19 pandemic, 2020 was the year of
TRAINING AND REFERENCE CENTER IN
greatest expansion of the Brazil project, a
PACARAIMA
Heart that Welcomes. We started the year with
ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER IN MANAUS
7 collaborators, 2 work fronts, and about 250
people impacted monthly; we reached December
celebrating the expansion of the project, which In November, we inaugurated the building
has 21 collaborators, 5 work fronts and impacts that houses the work center of the “Brazil, a
600 people monthly.
Welcoming Heart “ project in Manaus, where 185
families receive monthly hygiene and cleaning
In May 2020, we received an invitation from kits, food baskets, and assistance in regularizing
UNHCR (UN Agency for Refugees), to coordinate their documentation and assistance in the
the September 13 Emergency Space. The interiorization process.
partnership is the result of the work already
developed by FWB and the experience acquired We currently welcome 216 Venezuelan
in coordinating a spontaneous occupation.
immigrants in two reception centers in Roraima:
São Vicente II and Espaço Emergencial 13 de
In October, we inaugurated the Training and Setembro; and we have interiorized more than
Reference Center in Pacaraima (RR), where 283 people. The result of the interiorization is
professional training courses are offered to due to the promotion given to the area, which
Brazilians from the local community, Venezuelans, now has three employees.
indigenous and non-indigenous people. Now,
courses are offered for administrative assistants,
Learn more by
About BCA
accessing
our
QR
Interiorization
pharmacy assistants, hairdressers, cashiers,
Code.
hotels and tourism operators, programming logic,
fundamental information technology, manicures
and pedicures, administrative secretariat, among
others.
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PROJECTS
CHEMIN DU FUTUR
In Dakar, Senegal/Africa, it is estimated that
more than 50,000 boys live on the streets and are
extremely vulnerable. It is amid this harsh reality
that the Chemin du Futur project, embraced in
2016 by FWB, has welcomed homeless boys to
the orphanage. In addition to shelter and food,
the boys have the opportunity to continue and/
or start school, receive professional training,
English and computer classes, and have access
to medical care.
In February 2020, those accepted finished taking
the professional training course in bakery and,
in September, the project received authorization
from the municipality to sell the products. The
boys are motivated by the opportunity and on
the mission to win new customers. A room for
reading was also inaugurated and computers
were given access to the internet, which has
enabled the boys to take English online classes.
1 WORK STATION
23 HOSTED
POULTRY AND BAKERY WORKSHOP
SCHOOL REINFORCEMENT
ENGLISH COURSE
EXTENSIONS IN 2020
READING ROOM
The educational part is one of the most
outstanding, the hosted receive school
reinforcement through the monitors. In June
2020, they started receiving English classes
through the initiative. Classes take place three
times a week - Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday.
The class is made up of 20 boys, between six
and 18 years old.
Learn more by accessing
our QR Code.

Sheltered
Mamadou Berry
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PROJECTS
PORTRAITS OF HOPE
The Portraits of Hope project, supported by FWB
since 2018, works in the hinterland and other
regions of extreme poverty in Bahia, offering,
with the help of volunteers, housing for families
living in conditions of social vulnerability, school
tutoring, psychological assistance, music,
computer, and Spanish classes.
In Canudos, Vila Esperança (Village of Hope) has
been gaining new homes, replacing the mud huts
and offering a safe home to the sheltered families.
Our goal is to offer quality of life to the needy
community, through water distribution, basic
sanitation, education, and income generation.
We currently host 957 people and, with the help
of sponsors, and supporters of the cause, in
January 2020, we inaugurated an artesian well
that supplies the Rio Vigário community.

EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
957 HOSTED
1 ARTESIAN WELL
6 HOMES DELIVERED
With the caravans suspended, due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, and the mobility difficulties
of community residents, we installed broadband
internet networks so that everyone continued
to have access to training and education. Since
September 2020, the residents have been taking
online literacy classes, taught twice a week.
Aiming at greater comfort to our community, we
delivered uniforms to all the participants in online
literacy classes and to the women of Movimenta
Sertão. Our children were also benefited and now
they have new uniforms to study and practice
sports.
In 2020 we also built a community center in Vila
Esperança (Village of Hope), which will meet
the needs of the project. Currently, the Center
offers medical assistance, classes on income
generation, literacy, and school support for the
entire community of Vila Esperança (Village of
Hope).

For more
information

16th house
built in
Portraits of
Hope
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PROJECTS
GARDEN OF BUTTERFLIES
In Caculé (BA) we support the NGO Jardim
das Borboletas (Garden of Butterflies), which
takes in children diagnosed with Epidermolysis
Bullosa (EB) - a rare disease that affects the
skin and causes serious wounds. It is through
sponsorship that these children receive help and
assistance in their treatment.
Currently, 71 children are taken in, receiving
assistance in the area of nursing, psychological,
and support for assistance with a dermatologist.
In addition, the project offers social assistance
and help in the purchase of medicines and

1 WORK CENTER
71 PEOPLE HOSTED FOR TREATMENT
AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
The treatment of EB is expensive. On average,
it can cost between R$3,000 and R$40,000 a
month. This amount includes the purchase of
bandages, supplements, ointments, and medical
care. With such a costly treatment, many of our
patients depend on our union to be able to take
care of themselves properly.
Currently, we receive children from the states of
Paraná, São Paulo, Minas Gerais, Espírito Santo,
Paraíba, Rio Grande do Norte, Pernambuco,
Distrito Federal, Ceará, Rio de Janeiro, Maranhão
and Goiás.

For more
information:

Check out this
thank you letter
from a sheltered
patient:
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PROJECTS

MICROCEPHALY LOVE
WITHOUT DIMENSIONS
2020 was a year of many achievements for
Microcephaly, Love without Dimensions, a
project supported by the FWB since 2017. In
Maceió (AL), we inaugurated the Coletivo Amor
sem Dimensões (Love without Dimensions unit),
in partnership with the Associação Família de
Anjos de Alagoas (AFAEL) (Family of Angels
Association of Alagoas). The unit was adapted
and equipped to accommodate children
diagnosed with microcephaly. With the opening
of the unit, families no longer need to travel to
Campina Grande (PB) - where 20 places were
available for care. The place has physiotherapy,
speech therapy and equipment to assist with
therapy services, a kitchen and a support home.

There is a multidisciplinary team, made up of
physiotherapists, psychologists, and doctors,
to assist the children, who offer families the
opportunity for adequate treatment.
With the Covid-19 pandemic, our work centers
have been equipped and structured to maintain
the care for the children. Among the measures
adopted are the use of N95 masks, face
shields, and waterproof protective coats for all
professionals. In addition, the physiotherapy
rooms received a layer of vinyl flooring over the
tatami mats, to facilitate cleaning.

Receptions and waiting rooms floors and seats
were marked to ensure distance between people,
Currently, 211 children are assisted in our alcohol gel, footwear disinfecting mats, and
four work centers: Campina Grande (PB), Belo filters for the air conditioners were also added.
Horizonte (MG), Maceió (AL) and Angola (Africa).
4 WORK CENTERS
211 CHILDREN ASSISTED
EPANSIONS IN 2020:
LOVE WITHOUT DIMENSIONS UNIT MACEIÓ (AL)

For more
information:

See the
development
of Renato
Augusto, one
of the children
assisted:
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PROJECTS
FRATERNITY ON THE STREET
In September 2020, we launched the campaign
to expand the Fraternity on the Street project to
the cities of Rio de Janeiro/RJ, São Paulo/SP,
Uberlândia/MG and Belo Horizonte/MG, with the
goal of providing different fronts for action. In Rio
de Janeiro, a Reference Reception Center is being
renovated and adapted to serve homeless people,
with a place for hygiene, meals, social reinsertion
in the labor market and health care. In São Paulo,
the work is to help with solidarity rent to families
who became unemployed and homeless during
the Covid-19 pandemic. In Uberlândia, the second
unit of the Clínica da Alma (Clinic of the Soul FWB partner) will be implemented; and in Belo
Horizonte we are working to offer attention, care,
and dignity to people in vulnerable situations,
through the partnership with Banho Solidário
(Solidarity Bath).
EXPANSIONS IN 2020:
INAUGURATION OF THE WOMEN’S
CENTER IN CAMPO GRANDE
1 COMPUTER ROOM AT THE CLÍNICA DA
ALMA (CLINIC OF THE SOUL)
NEW WORK CENTERS IN: SÃO PAULO
(SP), RIO DE JANEIRO (RJ), BELO

Currently, 250 people are welcomed at the Clínica
da Alma (Clinic of the Soul), in Campo Grande;
and the project has five work centers.
In our first work center in Campo Grande, we
inaugurated a computer room with computers
to offer literacy and professional courses to the
welcomed fellows, in partnership with the Clínica
da Alma (Clinic of the Soul). In September 2020,
we also opened the women’s center. The place has
lodgings, bathrooms, kitchen, cafeteria, laundry,
and a playground - the latter was specially made
to provide the children of the hosted women a
space for interaction. In addition, a sewing room
is being built, which, after completion, will be
used to offer training to the hosted women.
As in the male center, the treatment is carried out
through labor therapy and fraternal welcoming
with a purposal to reconnect everyone to their
essence and to the divine.

Learn more about
the project at the QR
Code

FOS RJ e MG

FOS RJ e MG
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PROJECTS
EMMANUEL YOUTH
FILARMONIC ORCHESTRA
The symphony produced by youngsters
continued to chant in 2020. Despite the Covid-19
pandemic and the suspension of in-person
classes, students continued their activities
remotely, through online classes.
Currently, the project has three work centers, with
eight teachers, three monitors and 120 students.
Children from 8 years old and young people up to
16 years old are attended to. The project offers
violin, viola, cello, double bass, flute, clarinet,
trumpet and saxophone lessons.
Classes take place at the project’s partner
locations twice a week. As the youngers evolve,
they join the Emmanuel Youth Philharmonic
Orchestra. Contact with music awakens new
values and often transforms relationships with
school, family and friends.
3 WORK CENTERS
8 TEACHERS
120 STUDENTS

Understand
more about the
transformation
in the lives of the
sheltered students

The result of this project, which seeks to offer
music classes to boys and girls from the outskirts of Campo Grande (MS), are young university students who chose to make music their
profession. In 2020, the Orchestra’s students,
Pedro Arthur Lopes (double bass player) and Lívia Canela (cellist), who arrived at the project as
a child, joined the Music course at the Federal
University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS).
For more
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ACTIONS, EVENTS, CAMPAIGNS AND DISSEMINATION:
“I am because we are!”. Guided by the Ubuntu* philosophy, sponsors, supporters of the cause, and
volunteers unite in this movement of love that seeks to sow fraternity in the world.
United, we have crossed borders and arrived at the most challenging places to welcome our fellows
who need it most. In this 11-year journey, there are many stories and fraternal experiences that moves us. Hosted people and hostess merge into a feeling that has the power to transform the world:
“Love”.
And to share a little the incredible stories of our fraternal mission, on our website, on “Contents” tab,
in Blog, we publish beautiful articles on how each person who makes up the FWB family has taken
this mission further and contributed to transform the world in a more fraternal place. In “News”,
there is always the most up-to-date content of each of our steps and, in “Fraternal Bulletin”, it is possible to monitor quarterly, the progress and challenges of the projects through a digital magazine,
as transparency is very important to us.
Actions and Events
In 2020, the FWB and the volunteer force carried
out more than 87 initiatives, including events
and actions, which can be seen in our Giro FSF/
Tour FWB. And the IV FSF Meeting, which took
place between April 17 and 19, in a totally virtual way due to the social isolation required by
the Covid-19 pandemic. Despite the distance,
we have strengthened the fraternal feeling and
joined many hands in the service of love. During
the event, there was the launch of the Viver Fraternidade (Living Fraternity) campaign, and the
pre-launch of the book A Alma Fala (The Soul
Speaks), authored by the FWB’s founding president, Wagner Moura Gomes, with all proceeds
going to Viver Fraternidade (Living Fraternity)
and later on to the FWB projects.

Institutional Campaigns
Water Africa - The campaign aims to raise
donations for the drilling of artesian wells in
sub-Saharan Africa. In 2020, the following were
drilled:
5 artesian wells - four in Mozambique/Africa
and one in Malawi/Africa.
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Institutional Campaigns

Viver Fraternidade (Living Fraternity) - a
campaign of collection of food baskets to feed
vulnerable families in Brazil and Africa, mainly
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The campaign collected resources that were
reverted to food baskets, donated to families
in situation of great vulnerability, living in Brazil
and Africa. The campaign was divided into three
stages. In the first two were collected: R$2.85
million, totaling:

41,700 BASIC BASKETS
BENEFITING 11,500 BRAZILIAN
FAMILIES AND 16,000 AFRICAN
FAMILIES

The third stage, started on 07/24/2020, was
directed exclusively to serve indigenous
communities in the states of Mato Grosso do
Sul and Mato Grosso, in addition to communities
in Brazil’s neighboring country, Paraguay. We
launched our first online campaign, via FSF’s
YouTube, closed to FWB collaborators and
multipliers, who had “first hand” access. In all,
R$118 thousand were collected. The amount
was reversed, along with one-time donations,
into

1079 HYGIENE KITS
7,280 FABRIC MASKS
52 INFRARED THERMOMETERS
1287 FOOD KITS

Fraternity on the Streets of Brazil - Expansion
of the Fraternity on the Streets project, taking
care and giving assistance to homeless people
in Brazil.
Day of Giving - The Day of Giving, held on
December 1, 2020, aimed to raise donations
for two projects of Fraternty Without Borders:
the Madagascar Action, in Africa, and Fraternity
on the Street, in Brazil. The event, which was
broadcast live on FWB and partners’ social
networks, reached more than R$80 thousand in
donations.

• Opening of a new project work center in RJ
• Opening of a new project work center in SP
• Opening of a new project work center in
Belo Horizonte/MG
• Opening of a new project work center in
Uberlândia/MG
• Center in Uberlândia/MG
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Institutional Campaigns
First FWB Commercial on TV
Through a specific donation for
broadcast VTs by Fraternity Without
Borders, two advertisements were
aired for 30 days on GloboNews
in the cities of São Paulo, Rio
de Janeiro, and Belo Horizonte.
One of the VTs had the voluntary
participation of the sponsors and
artists Reynaldo Gianecchini and
Alok, and the other announced the
arrival of the Fraternity on the Street
project in Rio de Janeiro. The action
aimed to make the Organization
aware of more people.

Watch the two commercials aired here:.
“Ubuntu is an African
philosophy that is based on
the principles of solidarity,
fraternity, respect, and
unity.”

Access all Fraternal Bulletins:

Watch our playlist of the IV
FWB Meeting:

See how the
Day of Giving

See how the launching of the Fraternity on
the Streets campaign went:
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CARAVANS

We value transparency and above all the
encouragement and experience of fraternity.
And that is why all those who contribute to this
movement can see the work up close.
The caravans allow sponsors to experience the
reality that they help to change, on a daily basis
with their donations, actions and initiatives. It is
also because of this proximity that we can form
a network of volunteers who are so engaged
and involved with the cause.
In our caravans we take, through our sponsors,
medicine, clothing, food, and health care,
which is very precarious wherever we opearte.
Through them, each caravan driver gets to
know the local reality up close and connects
with those welcomed in a unique and profound
way.
In 2020, before the restrictions caused by
the Covid-19 pandemic, we carried out 6
caravans, with 103 participants, for the projects
Welcoming Mozambique, Act Madagascar, and
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Numbers of Love 2020

6

584.675
meals per
month

work
centers

500

985

8

Countries

68

employees

youth
scholarships

young university
students

599

199

17

elderly people
supported

built
houses

artesian
wells

3
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21.124

bakeries
implemented

production
workshops

people
welcomed

TAKE A LOOK A TOUR 2020 RESULTS
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2020 Project management

Soon this Report
will be updated in more
detail, and we will also
be publishing our
Balance Sheet.
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Our offices
and contacts
FWB HEADQUARTERS IN BRAZIL, since 2009
Rua Praia de Pituba, 53,
Jardim Autonomista, Campo Grande/MS
Contact: 4003-5538
Relationship Department:
relacionamento@fraternidadesemfronteiras.org.br
www.fraternitywithoutbourders.org
OVERSEAS CENTERS:
• Switzerland Center, since 2017
Weinbergstrasse 21 2540 Grenchen CH
Contact: Rejane Hostettler
+41 76 812 65 42
contato@fraternidadesemfronteiras.ch
fraternidadesemfronteiras.ch
• UK Center, since 2017
4 Trevillion Mansions,
Hanbury Road, London W3
8SG, England - United Kingdom
Contact: Gilson Guimarães
+447841402336
info@fraternitywithoutborders.co.uk
www.fraternitywithoutborders.co.uk
• USA Center, since 2018
415 E 75TH ST APT8, New York 11201 -1813
Contact: Angelita de Paula 917 599 6391
fraternitywithoutbordersus@gmail.com
www.fraternitywithoutbordersus.org
• Canada Center, since 2019
70 High Park Avenue, Unit # 1804
Toronto ON M6P 1A1
Contact: Marcio Lee
+1-647-990-0046
info@fraternitywithoutborders.ca
www.fraternitywithoutborders.ca/
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our offices
and contacts
FRATERNAL NETWORK OF FWB
PRESS ADVICORY SERVICES
MANAGEMENT: Marcele Aroca Camy
+55 (67) 98150-9892
COORDINATION: Laureane Schimidt
+55 (67) 9 8133-9177
• SÃO PAULO/SP/BRAZIL
Viviana Toletti (volunteer)
+55 (11) 98182-3885 | +55 (11) 2898-7480
viviana.toletti@xcom.net.br
• CAMPINAS/SP/BRAZIL
Thiago Gonçalves (volunteer)
+55 (19) 98158-0236
tjgoncalvess@gmail.com
Maria Claudia Miguel (volunteer)
+55 (19) 99743-2142
cacaumiguel7@gmail.com
• BAURU E OURINHOS/SP/BRAZIL
PR/BRASIL
Katia Vanzini (volunteer)
+55 (14) 981832662
katiavanzini@gmail.com
• DF/BRAZIL
Flávio Resende (volunteer)
+55 (61) 3242-9058 | 99216-9188
flavioresende@proativacomunicacao.com.br
• RJ/BRAZIL
Luciana Rego (volunteer)
+55 (21) 99349.0548 80
lucia@polencomunicacao.com.br
• GO/BRAZIL
Mariana Clímaco (volunteer)
+55 (62) 3945-7396 | 98132-9820
mariana@kasane.com.br
kasane@kasane.com.br

• BA/BRAZIL
Shirley Oliveira (volunteer)
shirley_unef@yahoo.com.br
• TO/BRAZIL
Graziela Guardiola Precisa (volunteer)
+ 55 (63) 99237-0055
diretoria@precisaassessoria.com.br
• SC/BRAZIL
Juliana Pamplona (volunteer)
+55 (48) 9981-0506
Região da Grande Florianópolis
juliana.alvo@gmail.com
• ITU/SP/BRAZIL
Rafael Ramires (volunteer)
+55 (11) 99474-7468
comunicação@impransaaberta.com.br
• MG/BRAZIL
Déborah Morato (volunteer)
+55 (37) 99987-2782
deborahmorato@icloud.com
• LONDRES/INGLATERRA/UK
Kátia Fernandes (volunteer)
+44 794439-0164
pressfwbuk@gmail.com

OTHER REGIONS AND COUNTRIES:
FWB HEADQUARTERS
Viviane Freitas
+55 (67) 99691-1869
imprensa@fraternidadesemfronteiras.org.br
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We are a humanitarian aid
organization, with national
and international operations.
We are in some of the most
challenging places on the
planet, with hope and a deep
desire to end hunger and
build a world of peace.

www.fraternitywithoutborders.org
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